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1. Confinement problem in QCD
 

2.  Interference of strong and electromagnetic 
interactions in heavy ion collisions 

3.  Graphene as quantum field theory

Three examples of computer simulations 
of strongly interacting systems
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Main problems of strong interaction 
theory, QCD
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Derive from QCD Lagrangian

(1)(1)
 

Hadron spectrum, Hadron spectrum, 
(2)(2)

 
Matrix elements,Matrix elements,

(3) Phase diagram(3) Phase diagram
(4) (4) Explain color confinementExplain color confinement

http://www.claymath.org/millennium/Yanghttp://www.claymath.org/millennium/Yang--Mills_Theory/Mills_Theory/
 

(1 000 000 (1 000 000 $US)$US)

http://www.claymath.org/millennium/Yang-Mills_Theory/
http://www.claymath.org/millennium/Yang-Mills_Theory/
http://www.claymath.org/millennium/Yang-Mills_Theory/


Color confinement  (Why we do not observe free quarks and gluons?)

The main difficulty is the absence of first-principle nonperturbative methods in 
QCD. Computers can prove confinement “numerically”

Force between Force between 
quark and quark and 

antiquark isantiquark is12 12 
tonstons!!!!!!

http://www.claymath.org/http://www.claymath.org/mmillenniuillenniumm



Quantum mechanics of a particle
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The weight of each trajectory is
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Quantum field theory
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Methods
•

 
Imaginary time t→it

•
 

Space-time discretization

•
 

Thus we get from functional integral the partition 
function for statistical theory in four dimensions
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INTRODUCTION
Three limits
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Lattice spacingLattice spacing

Lattice sizeLattice size

Quark massQuark mass
Typical valuesTypical values

ExtrapolationExtrapolation

++

Chiral perturbation Chiral perturbation 
theorytheory

L
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Typical multiplicity of integrals

Te multiplicity of  integralsover gluon Te multiplicity of  integralsover gluon 
fields is fields is 32L4 (L=48, 32L4=169,869,312)

MMdd det}exp{  

For quark fields we work with matrices For quark fields we work with matrices 
12L4

 
x

 
12L4

 
(L=48, 12L4=63,700,992)

For lattice For lattice L4

(L=48, L4=5,308,416)



SU(2) glue
 

SU(3) glu
 

The force between quark and antiquark isThe force between quark and antiquark is
 

12 12 tonstons!!!!!!
 e 2qQCD (2+1)QCD
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SU(3) glue 2qQCD (2+1)QCD



SU(2) glue
 

SU(3) glue
 

2qQCD (2+1)QCD
Three body forces!
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1 м

The origine of the mass
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1000 
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Masses of material objects is due to gluon 
fields inside baryon

2
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SU(2) glue
 

SU(3) glue
 

2qQCD (2+1)QCD

Three body forces!



SU(2) glue
 

SU(3) glue
 

2qQCD (2+1)QCD
Usually the teams are rather big, 5 -

 
10 -15 people

arXiv:hep-lat/0401026v1 arXiv:hep-lat/0401026v2



SU(2) glue SU(3) glue 2qQCD (2+1)QCD
 String Breaking (DIK collaboration)



SU(2) glue SU(3) glue 2qQCD (2+1)QCD

Hadron Mass Spectrum



SU(2) glue SU(3) glue 2qQCD (2+1)QCD

159
130



SU(2) glue SU(3) glue 2qQCD (2+1)QCD
Wilson non-perturbatively improved Fermions 

“WORKING HORSE”
 

of lattice QCD calculations
Y.

 
Kuramashi Lattice 2007

Iwasaki gauge action + 
clover quarks
a^(−1)

 
=

 
2.2GeV, 

lattice size: 32^3 ×
 

64



Heavy Ions  Collisions 
and Quark-  Gluon 

Plasma







Phase diagram of QCD
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The closer our calculations to 
nature the more complicated 

they are

2 dimensional gluodynamics 
(no dynamical quarks) 
can be solved analytically



The closer our calculations to 
nature the more complicated 

they are

4 dimensional gluodynamics (no dynamical 
quarks) can be “solved”

 
on laptop 



The closer our calculations to 
nature the more complicated 

they are
4 dimensional QCD (with dynamical quarks) 
needs 100-100000 times more CPU time than 
gluodynamics (we need supercomputers)
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The closer our calculations to 
nature the more complicated 

they are
We do not know how to solve 4 dimensional 
QCD (with dynamical quarks) at finite 
chemical potential
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Phase diagram of QCD
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Critical temperature 
 

L. Levkova; Talk at Lattice 2011
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Evidence of 5-th state of matter in heavy ions collisions

1. Thermalisation
2. Elliptic flow 
3. Jets quenching
4. Spectrum of photons
5. Share viscosity eta/s and hydrodynamic approach
6. Lattice calculations vs experiment
……………………….

AMS 2005, Tampa meeting

created matter at a temperature of about 4 trillion degrees Celsius —
the hottest temperature ever reached in a laboratory, about 250,000
times hotter than the center of the Sun 

using a giant atom smasher said on they have created a new state

 

of matter -

 

a hot, dense liquid made out of basic atomic particles 
-

 

and said it shows what the early universe looked like for a very, very brief ime.

"We think we are looking at a phenomenon ... in the universe 13 billion years ago when free quarks and gluons ... cooled down to

 
the particles that we know today," Aronson told a news conference carried by telephone from a meeting of the American Physical 
Society in Tampa, Fla.

Liquid, not a gas
The quark-gluon plasma was made in the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider —

 

a powerful atom smasher at Brookhaven National 
Laboratory in Upton, N.Y. Unexpectedly, the quark-gluon plasma behaved like a perfect liquid of quarks, instead of

 

a gas, the 
physicists said.



QUARK-GLUON 
PLASMA 
THERMALIZATION 
AND PLASMA 
INSTABILITIES
PETER ARNOLD

arXiv:hep-ph/0409002v1

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0409002v1


QGP is the thermalized strongly correlated liquid

Collision time is very short and how thermalization occurs it is
 

a question



Below I use a lot of slides made 
by 

M.N. Chernodub, 
P.V. Buividovich and 

D.E. Kharzeev



Magnetic fields in non-central collisions
[Fukushima, Kharzeev, Warringa, McLerran ’07-’08]

Heavy ion

Heavy ion

Quarks and gluons



Magnetic fields in non-central collisions

[1] K. Fukushima, D. E. Kharzeev, and H. J. Warringa, Phys. Rev. D 78, 074033 (2008), 
URL http://arxiv.org/abs/0808.3382.
[2] D. Kharzeev, R. D. Pisarski, and M. H. G.Tytgat, Phys. Rev. Lett. 81, 512 (1998), 
URL http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/9804221.
[3] D. Kharzeev, Phys. Lett. B 633, 260 (2006), URL http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0406125.
[4] D. E. Kharzeev, L. D. McLerran, and H. J. Warringa, Nucl. Phys. A 803, 227 (2008), 
URL http://arxiv.org/abs/0711.0950.

[Fukushima, Kharzeev, Warringa, McLerran ’07-’08]



Magnetic fields in non-central collisions

The medium is filled by electrically charged particles

Large orbital momentum, perpendicular to the reaction plane

Large magnetic field along the direction of the orbital momentum

Charge is large
Velosity is high

Thus we have
two very big
currents



Magnetic fields in non-central collisions

The medium is filled by electrically charged particles

Large orbital momentum, perpendicular to the reaction plane

Large magnetic field along the direction of the orbital momentum

Two very big
currents
produce a very

big magnetic
field

B



D.Kharzeev



Magnetic forces are of the order of Magnetic forces are of the order of 
strong interaction forcesstrong interaction forces

first time in my life I see such effectfirst time in my life I see such effect

We
 

expect the influence of magnetic field on 
strong interaction physics

The effects are nonperturbative, 
it is impossible to perform analytic calculations

and we use

Lattice Calculations

2
QCDeB 
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2

3

fieldmagneticexternalH


T

We calculate   ,1, ; 

in the external magnetic field and in the
presence of  the vacuum gluon fields



Chiral Magnetic Effect

[Fukushima, Kharzeev, Warringa, McLerran ’07-’08]

Electric current appears
 

at regions 
1. with non-zero topological charge density 
2. exposed to external magnetic field

Experimentally
 

observed at RHIC
 

: 
charge asymmetry of produced

 
particles at heavy ion 

collisions 



Chiral Magnetic Effect
 

by 
Fukushima, Kharzeev, Warringa, McLerran

1. Massless quarks in external magnetic field.
Red:

 
momentum

 
Blue: spin



Chiral Magnetic Effect
 

by 
Fukushima, Kharzeev, Warringa, 

McLerran
3. Electric current is along

magnetic field
In the instanton

 
field 

Red:
 

momentum
Blue: spin

Effect of topology:
uL

 

→ uR
dL

 
→ dR

u-quark: q=+2/3
 d-quark: q= -

 
1/3



Magnetic fields in non-central collisions

The medium is filled by electrically charged particles

Large orbital momentum, perpendicular to the reaction plane

Large magnetic field along the direction of the orbital momentum

Two very big
currents
produce a very

big magnetic
field

+

-

+
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Chiral Magnetic Effect on the lattice,
 charge separation

Density of the electric charge vs. magnetic field



Chiral Magnetic Effect on the lattice, 
Non-zero field, subsequent time slices

 Electric charge density



Chiral Magnetic Effect, 
EXPERIMENT  VS LATTICE DATA (Au+Au)
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Preliminary results: 
conductivity of the vacuum

Qualitative definition of conductivity  
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Preliminary results: 
conductivity of the vacuum

Conductivity at T>0
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Graphene



The Nobel Prize in Physics for 2010 was awarded to 
Andre Geim and Konstantin Novoselov 

"for groundbreaking experiments regarding the 
two-dimensional material graphene”
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2 4 2 2Relativistic particle  
Massless particle  
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1.11 0.06 Pure graphene is the insulator!
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If we
 

put graphene on a substrate we can get conductor: 
2

1g g 







Numerical calculation of         
crit
g

Is graphene in vacuum an insulator?.

 Joaquin E. Drut Timo A. Lahde 
e-Print: arXiv:0807.0834 [cond-mat.str-el], 
PRL (2009)

Monte Carlo Simulation of the Semimetal-Insulator 
Phase Transition in Monolayer Graphene.

 W. Armour , Simon Hands, Costas Strouthos  
Published in Phys.Rev. B81 (2010) 125105

 e-Print: arXiv:0910.5646 [cond-mat.str-el]



substrate

graphene

2if    ( 1.11) graphene is the conductor
1

crit
g g 


 



We can numerically simulate conductor –
 

insulator phase transition!





substrate

graphene

H


H


H


H


Graphene changes its properties when an external magnetic field 
is applied, we can numerically simulate all that



Ferromagnetic substrate

graphene

magnetic head

Trajectory of the magnetic head

Along the trajectory of the magnetic head graphene becomes 
the conductor!
We can draw (construct) chips! All that we can simulate on 
computers



Problems for graphene numerical simulations
Magnetic field 
Finite temperature
Impurities
2-3-4 layers
Conductivity
Viscosity –

 
Entropy

Optical properties
Critical indices 



Graphene has relations with many theoretical problems

Insulator –
 

Conductor                        Confinement -
 

Deconfinement

Curvature of the graphene leads to two dimensional gravity for fermions



Computer simulations help to unify  physical systems



QCD confinement problems
Quark-Gluon plasma in heavy ion collisions
Graphene

Computer simulations help to unify  physical systems



QCD confinement problems
Quark-Gluon plasma in heavy ion collisions
Graphene

Computer simulations help to unify  physical systems



QCD confinement problems
Quark-Gluon plasma in heavy ion collisions
Graphene

Computer simulations help to unify  physical systems
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